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Swtor little boss dulfy

SWTOR HK-55 and Blizz Alliance Recruiting Guide along with hidden achievements. HK-55 Subscribed and eligible for subscriber award for January 2016 Completed to find Findsman (Yuun recruitment mission) Press N to open Alliance Alerts and select Arma Rasa. This will beam you to your alliance base next to the Hutt, but don't talk
to him, use an elevator nearby instead. Continue with the prototype testing lab using elevators Talk to HK-55 Use the target range console (see achievements you can get for it below). Assessment of objectives 1: 0/3 Scenario assessment objectives 2: 0/4 Assessment of scenario targets 3: 0/6 Scenario assessment target 4: 0/1
Assessment of scenario targets 5: 0/2 Use target range console for Conclude Exercise Awards: Alien Research Crate Restored HK-55 Customization 10 Common Data Crystals Legendary Rank 6 Military Gear Companion Gift Revamped HK-55 Side Adjustment (Differences Are Fairly Small) Achievements There are two achievements
associated with the recruitment of mission HK-55. A Through the estimate – 20 points Were estimated eight or more optional targets during the HK-55 configuration exercise. Which choice you choose (either attack or ban, it doesn't matter). You get a pop-up achievement when you complete your recruitment mission. If you've already done
your recruitment, you'll have to do it on another character. 1. Chemical barrel 2. Artistic décor (there are two, destroy one will work) 3. Ammunition 4. Laboratory equipment 5. Explosive pipe 6. Target yourself 7. Goal HK-55 alone 8. A chaser within the target range. Hidden Achievement: Simulated Meatbag – 20 pts This is a hidden
achievement. You will have to be abolished by HK-55 for educational purposes. To do this, you will need to find another player who is also in the configuration phase of the HK-55 recruitment mission. Enter their instance and have their HK-55 goal and terminate you for achievement. Special thanks to Futasha and Theophilius for the Ebon
Hawk for come up with this. This achievement gives you a legacy title: Simulated Meatbag Blizz Complete Chapter X of the Story Completed to Findman (Yuun Recruitment Mission) 1. Collect a save for Blizz until you reach a rank 10 influence with him (bounty hunter can skip it if they're already on impact 10) Rescue can be found in
Starship Graveyard. You will need 20 to reach the rank of 10 impacts with them (each rescue gives 500 impacts). The rescue is located only within the search circle at Starship Cemeteries and is called rescue only. Don't get confused by all the freighter rescue and other things in the area. All rescues look alike and spawn in fixed locations.
They will despair soon after the player has collected them. I wrote down a map of their locations (not all of them). If there are too many people in the area, you may only benefit from camping one. Each can give you 1-3 1-3 parts you need to give to Blizzo. Respawn times it seems to be a few minutes. Otherwise, have fun going blind while
trying to search for gray objects in a bright white background. Rescue can be found in the mission item card. Delivery of items to four associates There are two hidden achievements for correctly guessing each coworker's name and giving them items. So don't screw up this part or you'll have to do it on another character. Achievements
show when you're done recruiting Blizzo. If you don't see your associates, you're going to need a rally. First Associate: Preeti He will greet you with You Must Be a Strange Person Blizz always talking his ear off. Give Vibro-ear Another Contributor: Nu'na He will greet you with H-h-h-hey! You b-b-b-be p-person B-Blizz s-say coming? Give
socks Third associate: Dakk'ik He will greet you with a sigh* Hi... Blizz says there's a person coming. Guess it's you. Give Sniff-Machine Fourth Associate: R'bull He will greet you with Frozen! Or you'll end up cold forever! Wait – you stranger Blizz say coming, yes? I do! Give Laser Torch 3. Meet Blizz near the Rival Ugnaught Gang There
is an achievement for killing all Ugnaught in the cave, so make sure it spares no one. The Winter of Their Dissatisfaction bonus mission follows this achievement, so be sure to kill all 9 groups. Achievements Section of the mission has already discussed them so I will not go into much detail here. Winter of Their Discontent – 5 Pts Hidden
Achievement – Jaws of Any Other Name – 5 Pts Hidden Achievement – Much Ado on Some Things – 5 Points Guide to alliance specialists system introduced with Knights of the Fallen Empire that allow you to hire additional companions. You will get to know the basics of these alliance experts in Chapter 9 of the story. You will be asked
to talk to each of them. Beywan Aygo can be found in the military hangar Hylo Visz can be found in Underworld Logistics Juvard Illip Oggurobb can be found in the research lab Sana-Rae can be found in Force Enclave You will be able to convert into a locked supply crate on each of them. They will only take stock of crates specific to them
Beywan Aygo just take a locked supply: Military equipment Hylo Visz take only a locked supply crate: Smuggled goods Juvard Illip Oggurobb just take locked Supply Crate: Alien Research Sana-Rae take only a locked supply crate: Ancient artifacts Each supply crate will give them will give you 500 influence with them and they will return
the commander's share of the loot. This crate will usually give you Bound to Legacy Remnant armor shell (Arkanian, Dreadguard, Yavin), accompanying gifts and carriers. Beywan Aygo just drops TROOPER or WARRIOR legacy equipment Hylo Visz just drops SMUGGLER or BOUNTY HUNTER legacy gear Juvard Illip Oggurobb just
drops INQUISITOR or AGENT legacy gear Sana-Rae just drops KNIGHT or CONSULAR Gear Commander's Datapad Commander's Datapad is a mission pad that gives you rewards for reaching certain Influence ranks with every Alliance expert. You will receive an initial search that will await you in every part of the Alliance camp
headquarters. The search gives you 10 common data crystals, 5 luminous data crystals and 1 radiation data crystal for each of the four parts with some rank of 6 legendary gifts of your selection. Upon arrival in Influence rank 2 with Alliance Specialists, this time you will get another set of tasks that reward 20 common data crystals, 10
luminous data crystals and 5 dazzling data crystals. Upon arrival in Influence rank 4, you will receive another set of tasks that reward 20 common data crystals, 10 luminous data crystals and 5 data radiation crystals per alliance expert in the rank of 4. Upon arrival in Influence rank 6, you will receive another set of tasks that reward 20
common data crystals, 10 luminous data crystals and 5 data radiation crystals per alliance expert in the rank of 6. Upon arrival in Influence rank 8, you will receive another set of tasks that reward 20 common data crystals, 10 luminous data crystals and 5 data radiation crystals per alliance expert in the rank of 8. Recruitment ship Droids
You can find 2V-R8 hanging around in the Odessena cafeteria. You can talk to him and recruit him with some bright sides or dark conversation options. Locked Supply Crate: Smuggled Goods Variable Amounts LS/DS Points 10 Common Crystal Data 5 Luminous Crystal Data Rank 6 Cultural Artifact Accompanying Gift. The highest level
of service (C2-N2) C2-N2 is close to 2V-R8 and can also be hired. When he asks about sending comfort to the crew, send a modified food processor to Admiral Ayg for military hangars of unqueldy meals to Hyl Visz and smugglerS Alderian Nectar Dr. Oggurobb Additional seat cushions at Sane-Rae Locked Supply Crate: Alien Research
10 Common Data Crystals 5 Glowing Data Crystals Rank 6 Cultural Artifact Companion Gift. Inflicting comfort (Initial Mission) This initial mission will reward you with 500 impacts for each alliance expert and 2500 influnce for C2-N2 itself. Once you do this, you'll unlock the Continuing Comfort mission for next week (weekly reset on
Tuesday 7am EST) The combination that works is Admiral Ayg's next Modified Food Processor in military hangars unquesctable meals hylo Visz and smugglers Alderian Nectar Dr. Oggurobb Extra seat cushions for Sane-Rae Afterwards. Talk to dr. Oggurobb Talk to Hylo Visz (Likes sandwitches) Talk to Admiral Aygo to speak Sane-Rae
relay comfort status report C2-N2 continuing comfort (weekly mission) You get this mission a week after you've done the Inflecting Comfort mission. Instead of sending things, C2-N2 will ask you about Materials. that seems the same every week. Do this 10 times Unlock the achievement that 20 CC and comfort enthusiast legacy title gives
you. Find findsman (Yuun) Prerequisite: End a conversation with Juvard Illip Oggurobb step in Chapter 9. Recruiting Yuun will unlock most of the other accompanying recruitment warnings. Steps board your personal starship to use Galaxy Map to travel to Zakuul to find and talk to Yuun Recover First Component (Breaktown) Recover
Second Component (Breaktown) Recover Third Component (Tram Market) Recover Fourth Component (Breaktown) Return In Yuun Report Oggurobb Reward Locked Supply Crate: Alliance Research Influence Gain with Yuun Impact Gain with Oggurobb 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Luminous Data Crystals Selection of One Rank 6
Legendary Companion Gift. Forgotten Trophy (Major Pierce/M1-4X) Prerequisite: Complete for finding findman. This alert will appear in the Companion &amp; Contacts window. Bypassing recruitment If you are a Sith Warrior trying to recruit Major Pierce or Soldiers trying to recruit the M1-4x, they will join you immediately without pvp/valor
requirements. The steps tell Major Pierce/M1-4X on Dorumund Kaas/Coruscant. It's a faction specific with Imperial players getting only Major Pierce and Republic players getting only M1-4X if you have a Valor ranking of 40, you can talk to them right away and hire them on site. Otherwise you'll need to do 20 Unranked Warzone matches
with wins counting as x2 to get enough influence to hire them. If you are fulfilling a PvP or courage requirement, M1-4x/Major Pierce will join you as a rank 10 companion. Locked supply crate: Ancient artifacts impact gain with Major Pierce 10 common data crystals 5 luminous crystals data 1000 Warzone commends Choice one rank 6
Legendary accompanying gift. Death before dishonor (Xalek) Prerequisite: Complete findman. This alert will appear in the Companion &amp; Contacts window. Steps find and talk to the mining foreman on Ilum Investigate Shaft 16. You'll find Camp Holocomm inside one of the tents. Rescue Anna inside Shaft 12 Explore Shaft 12 Input
(you need to communicate with the entrance to the collapsed pane, which didn't always click so if you can't be clicked on try to sign out and log in) Report to mining foreman Talk to Xalek Allowing Xalek to kill the miner will greatly earn its approval. You also have the option to reject Xalek as a companion. Talk to Sane-Rae Achievement If
you reject Xalek, you'll get the achievement to do so. If you like to keep Xalek and get this achievement, do it on another character. Rewards Locked Supply Crate: Ancient Artifacts 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Luminous Data Crystals Rank 6 Weapon or Military Gear Companion Gift Combat Force with Knowledge (Talos Drellik)
Prerequisite: Complete Findman Findman. This warning will be in the Companion &amp; Contacts window. Bypassing the recruitment of Sith Inquisitors have Skip the steps below and hire Talos directly because he's a former companion. Steps tell Talos Drellik on Yavin 4 Recover artifacts from site 1: 0/2 (SE corner of Prowler's Trail)
Recover artifacts from site 2: 0/2 (NO corner of temple ruins) Recover artifact from site 3 Recover artifacts from site 4: 0/4. You have to break all four chains to get them. Any chain break will inducies a mob. Recover artifacts from location 5: 0/2 (North of the Training Ground) Return to Talos Base Camp Rewards Locked Supply Crate:
Alliance Research Variable Amounts of Impact with Talos 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Glowing Data Crystals Rank 6 Cultural Artifact Accompanying Mixological Profiling (Nico Okarr) Prerequisite: Complete for Finding Findman. This alert will appear in the Companion &amp; Contacts window. You also need to be a subscriber who is
subjuged on July 31 OR August 10 to receive Nico Okarr as well. Getting Nico Okarr right away You can get Nico Okarr right in the mail using an encrypted Holocommunicator, but it's something you don't want to do like prevent it from getting a hidden achievement. If you don't care about this achievement or have already got it on another
character than you can immediately use it without the need for steps below. Steps Find and talk to Nico Okarra on Zakuulu Mix a drink for Nico Okarr Regardless of which three ingredients you choose, Nico Okarr will tell you not to forget the little umbrella once you have chosen a third ugreident. This is crucial and you want to make sure
you clicked a small umbrella near the end of the bar bench inside the glass. You won't get a notification that clicked on your umbrella, so interact with it several times just to be sure. Once you have interacted with a small umbrella, interacting with a drinking mixer to mix the drink and a small umbrella will automatically be placed in its drink.
Rewards Locked Supply Crate: Smuggled Goods Influence with Nico Okarr 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Luminous Data Crystals Rank 6 Legendary Underworld Goods Companion Gift Lurking Score (Qyzen) Prerequisite: Complete Findman Findman. This alert will appear in the Companion &amp; Contacts window. Bypassing recruitment
You can bypass the steps below and immediately recruit Qyzen if you are consular because Qyzen is a former companion. Steps talk to Qyzen Fess on Hoth Reach Rank 10 impact (10,000 impact) with Qyzen Fess hunting creatures worthy of Jagannath and bring your trophies to Hoth or kill World Bosses. The world boss's path is faster
if they're up there, but if they're not you're forced to hunt creatures worthy of Jagannath. Once you've reached the rank 10 impact, scroll down to an option that requires an impact level of 10 to hire it. Qyzen will then join you as rank 10 escort. Creatures worthy of Jagannath Each trophy gives you 500 influences with You'll need 20 if you're
turning to trophies just to reach 10,000 impacts. Areas are approximate, these creatures seem to be respawn at a nearby location when he is killed so they are in the general area, but not always in the same area. Highmount Ridge appears to have a high concentration of these creatures assuming the area is not heavily camped.
Whiterock Waste, along the Western Mountains and Northern Drifts (-3425, –940) (-3206, –1720) Icefall Plains, in drifts along the west and south. (-2018, 1944) (-2388, 1971) (-1607, 1822) Highmount Ridge, Highmount Slopes (-1030, 561) (-858, 697) (-817, 371) (-742, 604) (-709, 353) (-770, 620) (-1846, -1,111) Starship Cemetery
(2021, 650) (2807, 552) (2544., –578) World bosses alternatively kill heroic world bosses and plunder their trophy (each giving 3,500 influences). Every boss in the world only counts once. Check out this guide to the location of all the world's bosses. SD-0 (Coruscant) First (Dromund Kaas) Subject Alpha (Taris Republic) Grandfather
(Balmorra Empire) Trapjaw (Tatooine) Battledroid R4-GL (Nar Sha Ulgo Siegebreaker (Alderaan) Rogue Cartel Warbot (Quesh) The Ancient One (Taris Empire) Snowblind (Hoth) Gargath (Hoth) Primal Destroyer (Belsavis) Dreadtooth (Belsavis) Nightmare Pilgrim (Voss) Lucky (Corellia) Rewards Locked Supply Crate: Impact of Military
Equipment with Qyzen Impact with Beywan Aygo 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Luminous Data Crystals Rank 6 Weapon Companion Gift Kind Old Monster (Dr.Lokin) Prerequisite: Acquired Qyzen as Your Companion You can only have one alert from recruiters at a time, so you have to finish Qyzen one for Lokin one to show up because
they're both from Beywan Aygo. The Rakghoul event must be active as you need access to the Rakghoul tunnels. Steps Find and talk to Eckard Lokin If you attack Lokin during an intial conversation, you will get the opportunity to reject him as a companion at the end of the mission after you return from Sarlaac Pit. Bring Lokin stock until it
reaches impact level 10 (impact 10k). Agents can skip this section, but they're going to have to build Rakghoul tunnels and stuff. Anodyne Extract x24 = 300 Influence Metamorphic Cell Culture x24 = 300 Impact Hemostatic Gel x20 = 300 Influence Autoimuni Regulators x12 = 300 Impact Rakghoul DNA Canister x 1 = 250 affect exotic
plague pattern x1 = 500 influence Barnacle eyeless x1 = 4000 impact (can only be converted once) If you go on an Anodyne extract/Metamorphic Cell pathway, you will need 800. Otherwise, you will need 666 hemostatic gel or 400 autoimun regulators or some combination. Jawa waste sellers at the Bazaar Cartel are a good way to
acquire them if you have leftovers. Once you reach Influence Rank 10 with Lokin, he will ask you to head to the Rakghoul Tunnels, which is only active during rakghoul events (November 10, December 15 and Jan 12 are the dates of the following Rakghoul events) The four probes you need to set up are on each of the 3 rakghoul tunnel
maps. Beware that the last map of the heroic zone and killing rakghouls there can bring out heroic mobs that can kill very quickly. If someone has already set up probes at your location, you can just wait for them to finish and everyone gets credit for it. After that, head to sarlaac pit in Tatooine, located in the northern part of Dina. After you
set up the probe, they'll tell you to collect a recovered specimen, which isn't there for some people. If that happens. the character selection relogue and the log back will fix it. Achievements In addition to achievements for rejecting Dr. Lokin as a companion, there are three hidden achievements for Dr. Lokin, see this guide for them.
Rewards Locked Supply Crate: Impact of Military Equipment with Lokin Influence with Beywan Aygo Impact with Oggurobb 10 Common Data Crystals 5 Luminous Data Crystals Rank 6 Technology Companion Dar Arma Rasa (HK-55) Prerequisite: January 2016 Subscriber Reward Guide: See guide here Little Boss (Blizz) Prerequisite:
Completed Chapter 10 Anarchy in the Paradise Guide: See the Guide Here Restored Treasure (Ak'ghal Usar) A Prerequisite : Completed Chapter 12 Visions in the Dark and Oggurobb's previous recruitment mission. Guide: See guide here Fight for Freedom (Bowdaar) Prerequisite: Completed Chapter 9 and Find Findman (Yuun). Guide:
You will acquire Bowdaar through the Eternal Championship, which you can find here. Completing the rounds will bring you an impact towards Bowdaar and once you reach rank 10 with Bowdarr you can acquire it. Last Of Its Kind (Broonmark) Prerequisite: Chapter 14 completed and any previous recruitment mission from Hyl Visz. Guide:
See the guide here Alliance Specialist Vendors Supplier can be found in the military hangar at your Alliance camp headquarters. Custom Swoop tokens are earned by gaining a ranking of 20 influences with Alliance experts. Gravestone Scout Swoop – 10 million Roche Gangster Loans – 1 Hylo Visz's Custom Swoop Roche Kretch – 1
Sana-Rae's Custom Swoop Roche Molator – 1 Beywan Aygo's Custom Swoop Roche Shaclaw – 1 OggurOBB'S Custom Swoop Zakuulan Cloud Cruiser – 1000 Common Data Crystals Zakulan Interceptor – 500 Common Data Crystals Black Market Goods Vendor Suppliers can be found in the Underworld Logistics section of your
Alliance Decorations Armors Armor Stand camp headquarters : Zakuul Knight 25 Common Data Crystals Decoration Koth Shuttle 50 Common Data Crystals Decoration Décor Dguard and Personnel Weapons Display 25 Common Data Crystals Decoration Dcooked Shield and Personnel Weapons Rack 25 Common Data Crystals
Decoration Dcumlant Staff Rack 25 Common Data Crystals Scion Armor Set Armor Scion's Belt 30 Common Data Crystals Armor Scion's Boots 40 Common Data Scion's Gloves 40 Common Data Crystals Armor Scionovo Main About 40 Common Data Crystals Armor Scion's Bottom Robe 40 Common Data Crystals Armor Scion's
Vestments 40 Common Data Crystals Pets Model Tombstone 200 Common Data Crystals Home Pet Model Mach 2 50 Common Data Crystals Pet Model Zakuul Battlecrusier 100 Common Data Crystals Model Tombstone – 200 Common Data Crystals Model Mach 2 – 50 Common Data Crystal Model Zakuul Battlecruiser – 100 Common
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